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CLEAN CITIES QUESTION
OF THE MONTH

REGISTER TODAY!
ANNUAL STAKEHOLDER MEETING
Tuesday, December 8, 2015
Harley-Davidson Museum, Rumble Room
400 West Canal Street
Milwaukee, WI 53201
2:30 PM - 7:30 PM CST
Each year WCC recognizes the efforts and many successes of it’s members for reducing their dependence on
petroleum-based fuels, implementing alternative fuel vehicles and infrastructure, and for helping improve our
air quality. Join us for cocktails, dinner and tours of the Harley-Davidson Museum!
Lt. Governor Kleefisch will kick off our annual meeting and hear from Bill Davidson, great-grandson of
one of the founders of Harley-Davidson and VP of the Museum. You will also have the chance to visit with
Wisconsin Clean Cities members, Wisconsin Smart Fleet (WSF) partners, Natural Gas and Propane Autogas
Advisory Committee members, the State Energy Office partners and many more.
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WISCONSIN PROPANE
AUTOGAS ROUNDTABLE RECAP
We had a great turnout at our 2015 fall Wisconsin Propane Autogas Roundtable
on October 15! The morning roundtable included sessions on propane autogas
basics, benefits and applications from the Wisconsin Propane Gas Association and
the Propane Education and Research council. The City of Port Washington Police
Department, Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department and GO Riteway Transportation
Group sat on the local fleet panel to discuss their experiences implementing propane
into their own fleets.
The Wisconsin Propane Autogas Roundtable is a stakeholder forum created to provide
information to businesses and citizens about propane a transportation fuel and identify
opportunities to expand the use of propane throughout the state. Committee members
include propane autogas fuel retailers and industry partners, propane conversion and
technology companies, and fleets and other end users. This roundtable is a free event
and open to the public.
We will be hosting our next Wisconsin Propane Autogas Roundtable in the spring
of 2016. If you have any topics or questions that you would like discussed or are
interested in being a presenter, please contact us at info@wicleancities.org.

PERC UPDATE:
MOWER INCENTIVES ARE BACK!
PERC's Propane Mower Incentive Program is back: Effective immediately, but for a limited time,
landscape contractors can apply to receive $1,000 toward the purchase of a new propane-powered
mower, and $500 toward a qualified conversion.
This opportunity will only last until the program funds expire, though, so there's no time to waste; in
fact, some industry professionals attending the GIE + Expo in Louisville, Kentucky, this week got a
head start in hearing about the advantages:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower operating costs;
Proven performance;
Fewer emissions;
Easy on-site refueling and less downtime;
Reduced fuel spills and pilferage problems; and
Abundant fuel supply produced in the United States.

But no one needs to be left behind!
Click here for guidelines and registration.
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FEATURED MEMBER
Espar, Inc.
Eberspaecher Climate Control Systems have the most comprehensive range of independent
auxiliary fuel-fired heaters available for today’s truck marketplace. Air heaters range from 7,500
BTU/hr to 41,000 BTU/hr and coolant heaters range from 13,700 BTU/hr to 120,000 BTU/hr.
For engine pre-heat applications, Espar offer many choices and configurations.
Eberspaecher heaters are designed for mobile applications such as truck, bus and automotive, the
systems utilize 12 or 24 volt battery systems and gasoline or diesel as an on-board fuel. They operate as
diesel or gasoline furnaces with sealed combustion chambers. Eberspaecher Air heater’s use forced air as
a heating medium while the Eberspaecher Coolant heaters circulate the engine coolant to transfer heat.
Eberspaecher’s Airtronic D2 bunk heater is designed for mobile applications such as trucks and is a perfect anti-idling
technology for eliminating idling to maintain heat. The system runs on the trucks diesel fuel and draws less than an 1
amp/hr of power on average from the 12 volt battery system. It is capable of outputting 7,500 Btu/hr and runs very much
like a home furnace. It reduces operating costs through fuel savings, reduced engine wear and extended maintenance
intervals. It provides better comfort for the valued driver by maintaining heat comfort, eliminating vibration and engine
noise and improving air quality.
An idling truck emits on average approx. 13.32 US tons/yr of CO2 into our atmosphere, this number
is based on a conservative truck idling 1,200 hrs/year for heat. The Airtronic Bunk Heater running
under the same parameters emits .55 tonnes/yr, a significant reduction of CO2 and an improvement
in air quality by 96%
These systems comply with the more strict emission and anti-idling regulations adopted by many U.S. states and
Canadian provinces and typically have a Return on Investment in the first season. In fact 3 of Eberspaecher’s most
popular truck heaters are CARB Certified. The Airtronic D2 bunk heater, it’s bigger sister the D4 and the ever-popular
Engine pre-heater called the Hydronic 5. Eberspaecher was the first anti-idling technology manufacturer to have their
products approved by CARB (California Air Resource Board) and have them EPA/Smartway Verified.
The Airtronic D2 bunk heater is the most compact and efficient bunk heater in the market place with all
heat creation and fan distribution neatly packaged within the unit. The heater has four heat levels and
cycle between these levels according to the temperature desired by the driver.
The Airtronic Bunk heater is small enough to fit in the palm of your hand and is comparable to a loaf of bread in size.
It incorporates many safety factors such as temperature sensors, under and over voltage shut down sensors, flame
sensors and over heat shutdown sensors.
When the heater is turned on by the switch, thermostat or timer, a control unit signals the blower motor to draw
combustion air into the heat exchanger, simultaneously fuel is drawn from the existing truck fuel tank by the heater’s fuel
pump and mixed with the air. As a glow pin ignites the fuel /air mixture, a controlled flame is established inside the sealed
heat exchanger; combustion gasses pass safely through the exhaust and into the atmosphere. Clean air is drawn over
the walls of the heat exchanger and circulated through the cab via the heater's process fan. The system weighs under
6lbs. Consumes 0.026 gal/hr in low speed and has a Air throughput of 27 cubic feet per minute in medium mode.
Eberspaecher Coolant Heaters have heat outputs that range from 5,500 BTU to 120,000 BTU. These coolant systems
are compact with all heat creation, fan distribution and plumbing neatly packaged within the unit.
The heaters have from two to four heat levels and cycle between these levels to maintain a constant
coolant temperature called for by the control unit. Eberspaecher’s Hydronic 5 is ideal for bring Class 8
truck engines up to operating temperatures within minutes. This heater is typically controlled by a 7 day
timer and can be pre-set to come on well in advance of driver departure. So enjoy your morning coffee
and toast while Eberspaecher heaters get your vehicle road worthy for you!
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GET INVOLVED WITH
WISCONSIN CLEAN CITIES!
MEMBER WEBINAR SERIES
ATTENTION members of Wisconsin Clean Cities! We are looking for a few of our members to
co-host a webinar with us this winter for our Member Webinar Series. This is a great chance
to be able to share with our stakeholders information about your company, tell them a little bit
more about who you are, what you do and why you became involved with Wisconsin Clean
Cities. If you are interested or would like more information, please contact Erika Noble at
erika.noble@wicleancities. org or at (414) 221-4487.

BECOME A MEMBER TODAY!

Your membership will allow us to continue to strive for reduced petroleum consumption, clean air, and an
improved quality of life. Along with helping support many projects we are currently working on throughout
Wisconsin, your membership would also include several benefits:
• Information on upcoming grants that will allow your company to save money on infrastructure, vehicles,
or fuel, as well as information about projects and the latest alternative fuels news
• Support for grant preparation or assistance
• A representative from your company may serve on our Board of Directors and supporting committees
• Access to Wisconsin Clean Cities events, which include seminars, meetings, and conferences
• Networking opportunities with fleets and industry partners
• Technical training, workshops, and webinars
• Individual consultation and technical assistance
• Public recognition for progress in reducing petroleum consumption and assistance with media outreach.
Diamond Member

Platinum Members
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Gold Members

WCC MEMBERS &
ALTERNATIVE FUELS NEWS
ANGI Energy Systems Reports Steady CNG Station Growth
Clean Energy Cuts Ribbon on CNG/LNG Station in Kansas City
Odyne's Hybrid System Receives CARB Exemption
ANGI: Major Fuel Retailers Helping Drive CNG Station Development
Clean Energy opens first LNG station in Mississippi
Andy’s station now offers compressed natural gas
in Milwaukee
Michigan’s Largest Fleet of Propane Autogas Buses to Drive Detroit Public Schools’ Students
CNG Fuel System Inspections: Technician Training is Key
Lowe's, UPS, P&G shift gears to deliver greener transport
Take 30% Off* Fundamental NGV Training
EV Charging Companies Launch New Trade Group
PERC's Quick-Connect Nozzle Incentive
Get a FREE ChargePoint Home When You Power Through Your Roof with Solar
Energy Department Invests More than $20 Million to Advance Fuel Cell Technologies as New Report Shows
Unprecedented Growth in Industry
TruStar Energy Builds CNG Fueling Station for Advanced Disposal
Overcoming the Challenges of Green Fleet Procurement
EPA Honors Leaders in Freight Supply-Chain Efficiency
Toyota’s 2016 Prius: More Info Released
Propane Autogas System Certified for Isuzu NPR-HD
How Alt-Fuel Incentives Improve ROI
CNG Fuel System Inspection Challenges for Heavy-Duty Fleets
Basic Safety Practices for CNG Technicians
Which Alternative Fuel is Right for Your Fleet?
Clean Fuel Groups See Opportunity in EPA’s Tightened Ozone Standards
PERC Praises Propane Bus Fleets
Upgrading Your Vehicle Maintenance and Repair Facility for NGVs Series: (Part 5 of 5): Welding and Hot Work
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MARK YOUR CALDENDARS!

November 4, 2015
Central Steel & Wire CNG Showcase
Milwaukee, WI

March 1-4, 2016
Green Truck Summit/Work Truck Show
Indianapolis, IN

November 12, 2015
2015 Annual WI Biogas Conference
Appleton, WI

April 13, 2016
2016 Sustainability Summit & Exhibition
Milwaukee, WI

December 8, 2015
WCC 2015 Annual Stakeholder Meeting
@ the Harley-Davidson Museum
Milwaukee, WI

June 16, 2016
2016 Clean Air Golf Outing @ Hawk’s
View Golf Club
Lake Geneva, WI

CHECK THESE OUT!

CHECK OUT THE WEBSITE!
www.wismartfleet.org
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Propane Autogas Roundtable

WCC is a nonprofit, 501(c)(3), organization, and is one of nearly 100 Clean
Cities coalitions across the U.S. WCC works to reduce emissions,
encourage the use of alternative fuels and alternative fuel vehicles, and
develop the refueling infrastructure necessary to sustain the industry.
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